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Depth-porosity relationships and virgin specilic storage estimates
lor the upper Santa Fe Group aquiler system,

central Albuquerque Basin, New Mexico
by Willinm C. Haneberg, New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, 2808 Central SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106

Abstract

Model depth-porosity curves fitted to
geophysical log porosity data for five water
wells in the Albuquerque area show that
depth-porosity relationships in upper Santa
Fe Group sediments follow trends similar
to those in other basins. Goodness-of-fit
values were higher for logarithmic type
curves than for exponential type curves and
suggest that compaction rnay account for
10% to 50% of the observed porositv vari-
ability. The remainder is attribuied to
stratigraphic variability. Depth-averaged
virgin specific storage values range from
approximately 2 x L0a to 5 x 104 m-1.
Specific compaction estimates, calculated
by assuming that the effective aquifer thick-
ness is nearly the same as a typical City of
Albuquerque well screen length of approxi-
mately 200 m, ranged from 0.02 to 0.1.0
m/m. The absence of widespread subsi-
dence in the basin suggests that Santa Fe
Group sediments in the Albuquerque Basin
are overconsolidated; thus, land subsidence
caused by the dewatering of upper Santa Fe
Group aquifers should not become a signif-
icant problem until the preconsolidation
stress is exceeded. Geomorphic evidence
suggests that the overconsolidation is a con-
sequence of the Pleistocene incision of the
Rio Grande valley, which produced about
100 m of topographic relief and an estimat-
ed preconsolidation stress on the order of
1,000 t200 kPa (100 +20 m HzO) greater
than the current lithostatic effective stress.

Introduction

Geophysical logs from Albuquerque
Basin water wells, as well as those from
other sedimentary basins throughout the
world, typically show a systematic
decrease in porosity with depth that is
generally believed to result from the com-
paction of sediments as they are buried
and subjected to increasing lithostatic
stresses. Athy (1930), Dickinson (1953),
Baldwin and Butler (1985), Helm (1984)
and others have quantified these depth-
porosity relationships using logarithmic
or exponential depth-porosity curves for
various basins, and Helm (1984) summa-
rizes past attempts to use depth-porosity
curves as a basis for the calculation of vir-
gin specific storage estimates.

More than half of the sediment com-
paction predicted by generic depth-poros-
ity curves occurs within 100 m of the sur-
face, and about two-thirds of the sedi-
ment compaction occurs within 500 m of
the surface (Haneberg, 1988). The shallow
depths of basin-fill aquifer systems-such
as the upper Santa Fe Group in the
Albuquerque area-therefore make them
especially susceptible to compaction.
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There may be, for example, significant
changes in porosity and storage between
the top and the bottom of a thick aquifer.
For the same reason, porosity measure-
ments obtained from outcrop samples at
the surface may seriously overestimate
porosity values at depth. Accurate assess-
ment of the volume of ground water
available in a basin, therefore, requires
some knowledge of depth-porosity rela-
tionships, which can be provided by
depth-porosity curves. Depth-porosity
curves are also important because they
are, in essence, stress-strain curves that
allow the hydrogeologist to predict the
effects of ground-water overdraft by
examining the effects of increasing effec-
tive stress on sediment compaction and,
consequently, land subsidence at the
Earth's surface (Helm, 1984). This is pos-
sible because the increase in lithostatic
stress with denth is mechanicallv eouiva-
lent to the increase in effective itress
caused by a decrease in hydraulic head
(or, more specifically, pore-water pres-
sure). Predictions of aquifer system com-
paction potential are important because
they provide some basis for including the
economic costs of subsidence-induced
infrastructure damage in ground-water
development strategies.

Purpose and scope

The work described in this paper was
undertaken in order to obtain first-order
estimates of (1) the importance of sedi-
ment compaction in controlling porosify
variability within basin-fill aquifer units
and (2) the compaction potential of the
basin-fill aquifer svstem. To accomplish
this, porosity logs were analyzed foi the
five Albuquerque Basin water wells
(Charles 5, Coronado 2, Gonzales L,
PSMW 19, and Zarr.ora 1 wells; Fig. 1).
These wells were selected because digital
data files were either on-hand at or could
be obtained easilv bv the New Mexico
Bureau of Mines ind- Mineral Resources.
Although digital log files are available for
other city wells, the expense of obtaining
the files for more than a handful of wells
was prohibitive. Scales of porosity vari-
ability were first examined by construct-
ing porosity variograms on a lithofacies-
by-lithofacies basis for the Charles 5 well.
Exponential and logarithmic type porosity
curves were then fitted to geophysical log
density porosity data sets for all five wells,
and depth-averaged virgin specific stor-
age and specific compaction estimates

were calculated using methods developed
by Helm (1984). Finally, the potential for
land subsidence as a consequence of upper
Santa Fe Group compaction is discussed in
light of both the quantitative estimates
made in this paper and the Cenozoic geo-
moryhic history of the Albuquerque area.

Hydrogeologic setting

The geologic evolution and hydrogeo-
logic setting of the Albuquerque Basin are
discussed in detail by Hawley (in press
a,b). The five wells analyzed in this paper
are fortuitously distributed throughout
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a Wells referenced in this paper

FIGURE 1-Index map of the Albuquerque area showing locations of wells referenced in this paper.

study). Studies of the mechanical response
of aquifer systems to pumping have
shown that specific storage consists of
four parts: (1) a recoverable component
associated with the elastic deformation of
the aquifer system skeletorL (2) a recover-
able comnonent associated with the elastic
expansion of water as it is brought from
depth to the ground surface, (3) a recover-
able comoonent associated with the elastic
deformation of the skeletal grains, and (4)
a non-recoverable or virgin component
associated with inelastic deformation of
the aquifer system (Poland, 1984; Yan der
Kamp and Gale,1987). Virgin specific stor-
age is typically one to two orders of mag-
nitude greater than the sum of the elastic
specific storage components. In the case of
an overconsolidated aquifer system,
inelastic deformation does not become
significant until the preconsolidation
stress has been exceeded (Holzer, 1981).

Studies in basin-fill aquifer svstems in
Arizona and California^ have oroduced
specific storage estimates for similar sys-
tems in the southwestern and western
United States. Poland (1984) estimated
specific storage components of 6.3 x 10-o
m-l from elastic deformation of the
aquifer skeleton, 1.9 x 10-6 m-1 from elas-
tii expansion of water, and 6.7 x 10-4 m-1
from inelastic deformation of San Joaquin
Valley basin-fill sediments near Pixley,
California. In this case, the ratio of virgin
to elastic specific storage was approxi-
mately 80:1. Using data from vertical
extensometer sites in the Santa Clara and
San |oaquin valleys of Califomia, Helm
(197 6, I97 8) calculated elasti c specific stor-
age values ranging from 6.6 x 10-o m-r to
26.2 x LO-b m-r and virgin specific-storage
values. rangingfrom4.6 x 10-4 m-r to 22.0
x 10-a m-1, which yield virgin to elast ic
specific storage ratios of l9:1 to 148:1.
Hanson (1989) estimated values of virgil
specific storage r.angilg from 1.5 x l0-l
m-r to 2.0 x 10-+ m-r for basin-fill sedi-
ments at vertical extensometer sites in the
Tucson Basin and Avra Valley, Arizona.
Ratios of virgin to elastic specific storage
therefore ranged from 2:1. to 27:1,. Epstein
(1987) used extensometer-derived elastic
specific storage values of 8.0 x 10-6 m-l to
1.0 x 10-5 m-r an4 virgin specif ic storage
values of 5.0 x 10-+ m-t to 9.0 x 10-a m-r
in comnuter simulations of land subsi-
dence near Eloy, Arizona, yielding virgin
to elastic specific storage ratios of 50:1 to
90:1. Examination of the data tabulated in
the studies cited above shows a weak pos-
itive correlation between elastic and virgin
specific storage values estimated for a
given location.

Specific storage data for basin-fill sedi-
ments along the Rio Grande valley are
limited. Vertical extensometer data collect-
ed during recent pumping tests in
Albuquerque suggest that the depth-aver-
aged elastic specific storage in the vicinity
of the extensometer site is approximately
-  - ^ _ a  _ 1
7 x 10-o --r, and estimates derived from

the Albuquerque metropolitan area and,
more importantly, were drilled in areas
where Thorn et al. (1993) estimated that
the horizontal hydraulic conductivity
ranges from less than 7 x 10-5 or 20 ft/ day
(Gonzales 1 and lamora 1) to approxi-
mately 4 x l0-4 m/s or 100 

-fi/dav

(Charles 5). Horizontal hydraul ic condui-
tivity estimates for the Coronado 2 and
PSMW 19 wells are not tabulated in Thorn
et al. (1993), but they probably lie some-
where between the high and low values
glven aDove.

The five-fold range in average horizon-
tal hydraulic conductivity observed
among the wells analyzed in this paper
can be understood in terms of the Hawley
(in press a,b; also see Hawley and Haase,
1992) llthofacies found in the wells. The
Gonzales 1 well penetrates nearly equal
net thicknesses of lithofacies Ib braided
river gravels and lithofacies III basin-floor
alluvial/playa/eolian deposits (see Hawley,
in press b, Appendix F, for lithologic logs).

The lithofacies Ib gravels, in particular, are
pumice rich. The Zamora 1 penetrates
alternating intervals of lithofacies Ib
braided river gravels, lithofacies II basin-
floor fluvialleolian deposits, Iithofacies IX
basin-floor playalalluvial flat deposits,
and lithofacies III basin-floor alluvial/
playa/eolian deposits. The upper portion
of the Charles 5 well, in contrast, pene-
trates lithofacies Ib braided river gravels
intermixed with only minor amounts of
lithofacies III basin-floor alluvial / playa /
eolian deposits and lies within an elongat-
ed zone of high-conductivity axial river
gravels deposited by the ancestral Rio
Grande (Thorn et al., 1993).

Components and magnitudes
of specific storage

Specific storage is the volume of water
released from storage per volume of
aquifer per unit of drawdown and has
units of reciprocal length (m-l in this
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piezometric earth tide response at the
same extensometer site r-ange from
approximately 3.7 x.70-b-m-r at a depth
of 300 m to 5.6 x 10-b m-r at a deoth of 50
m (C. Heywood, U.S. Geological Survey,
written comm. |une 1, 1995). Haneberg
and Freisen (1995) estimated subsidence
near the center of the Mimbres Basin of
southern New Mexico to be on the order
of 0.5 m, compared to a water-level
decrease of approximately 35 m. These
values yield a specific compaction esti-
mate on the order of 1 x 10-z and, assum-
ing that the effective aquifer thickness is
close to the typical agricultural well screen
length of several tens of meters, an inelas-
tic specilic storage value on the order of
10-a m-r. This est imate is of the magni-
tude expected for virgin, rather than elas-
tic, specific storage, as one might expect
for a basin that is characterized by land
subsidence and earth fissures (Contaldo
and Mueller, 1991). Kernodle (1992) was
able to replicate observed land subsidence
magnitudes in the El Paso, Texas area
using an_elastic specific storage value of
2.0 x 10-5 m-r in a computer model; how-
evet this simulated value is an order of
magnitude greater than elastic specific
storage values measured in many other
basin-fill aquifer systems and is therefore
suspect.

Spatial variability of porosity
in the Charles 5 well

Porosity curves for the selected
Albuquerque Basin water wells are typi-
callv characteizedbv a 5 to 10% decrease
in porosity with defth within the upper
several hundred meters, which can be
illustrated in different wavs. Hawlev and
Haase (1992), for example, used visual
examination of bulk density, sonic travel
time, and various porosity geophysical
logs as the basis of their conclusion that
the svstematic top-to-bottom decrease is a
resuli of sedim-ent compaction. Visual
recognit ion of large-sci le systematic
changes or trends can be complicated,
however, by the effects of small-scale
stratigraphic variability. Small-scale varia-
tions may occur on the scale of meters,
decimeters, or centimeters; moreover, the
magnitudes of small-scale variations may
be as large as or even greater than the
magnitude of change associated with the
larger-scale trend upon which they are
suPerrmPoseo.

Data from the upper portion (710-549
m) of the Charles 5 well were used in the
initial phase of this study to examine the
nature of porosity variability in the upper
Santa Fe Group aquifer system. The
Charles 5 was a deep test hole with a total
depth of 984 m (3,230 ft),so only the upper
portion of the well penetrating typical
upper Santa Fe Group aquifer strata was
analyzed in this part of the study. Log data
were collected at 0.15-m (6-inch) intervals,
and only data from beneath the water

table were used in the initial portion of the
study.

The deoths and combinations in which
various iithofacies were found in the
upper portion of the Charles 5 well,
obtained from Hawley (in press b,
Appendix F), are listed in Table 1.
Characteristics of the individual lithofa-
cies and sublithofacies are described
below.

Lithofacies Ib-River-valley and basin-
floor braided stream deposits. Sand and
pebble gravel with lenses of silt and clay.

Lithofacies Il-Basin-floor fluvial and,
locally, eolian deposits. Sand with lenses
of pebbly sand, silt, and silty clay.

Lithofacies Ill-Basin-floor alluvium
and playa deposits with local eolian
deposits. Interbedded sand, silt, and silty
clay, with lenses of pebbly sand.

Lithofacies Vd-Distal to medial pied-
mont-slope alluvial-fan deposits associat-
ed with large watersheds; alluvial-fan dis-
tributary channels. Sand and gravel, with
Ienses of gravelly to nongravelly sand, silt,
and clay.

Lithofacies Vf-Distal to medial pied-
mont-slope alluvial-fan deposits associat-
ed with small watersheds; alluvial-fan dis-
tributary-channel and debris-flow
deposits. Gravelly sand, silt, and clay,
with lenses of sand, gravel, and silty clay.

Lithofacies VII-Distal to medial pied-
mont-slope alluvial-fan distributary-chan-
nel and debris-flow deposits. Indurated
equivalent of Vd, Vf, and undifferentiated
V.

Basic statistics

A porosity cross-plot consisting oI 2,870
points shows that, although there is a gen-
eral correlation between porosity values
measured using the two different meth-
ods, density porosity tends to be slightly
less than neutron porosity (Fig. 2). There
are also a number of points, from the top
of the sampled interval, for which density
porosity is greater than neutron porosity.
Nonetheless, the cloud of points does plot
sufficiently close to the 1:1 line to conclude
that density porosity alone should be an
adequate representative of the true Poros-
ity value for the aquifer system described
in this paper. There is also some correla-
tion between the 11-point variance and the
11-point mean of the porosity, with the
highest means and variances obtained for
the uppermost portion of the well pene-
trating lithofacies Ib (Fig. 3).

Cumulative porositv distributions were
calculated both for the entire upper por-
tion of the Charles 5 well (110-549 m) as
well as for each ocurrence of lithofacies
encountered in the upper portion and are
summarized in a box plot (Fig. a). The two
uppermost intervals, consisting of lithofa-
cies Ib braided river gravels and mixed
Iithofacies Ib/III braided river gravels and
basin-floor alluvial/playaleolian depos-
its, have higher sample means and vari-

TABLE 1-Lithofacies found in the upper por-
tion of the Charles 5 well.

Depth
(f0

Depth
(m)

Lithofacies

0-98
98-540

540-700
700-870
870-1040

1040-1100
1100-1260
1260-7s60
7560-2020

0-30
30-165

765-213
213165
265-317
317-335
335-384
384476
476-616

Vf
Ib
Ib, III
Ib
III, Ib
III
II, Vd
V' VII
I I I ,VVII

'6

I
o

'6

o
o

o

'6

Charles 5 (110 -  549 m)

N = 2870

Neutron porosity

FIGURE 2-Neutron-density porosity cross-
plot for the upper portion of the Charles 5 well'

1 1-Point Porosity moving m€an

FIGURE 3-Plot of moving sample variance
versus moving sample mean for the upper por-
tion of the Charles 5 well.

ances than do deeper intervals. Also, the
shallower occurrence of lithofacies Ib has
a significantly larger mean and variance
than the deeper occurrence of lithofacies
Ib. Cumulative distribution plots show
that there can also be more difference
between the porositv distributions from

u.oo.4
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Charles 5 (110 - 549 m)
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FIGURE 4-Geophysical log porosity quartiles
by lithofacies, upper portion of the Charles 5
well.

Charles 5 selected l ithofacies

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Porosity

FIGURE S-Cumulative porosity distributions
for the two unmixed occurrences of lithofacies
Ib and the single unmixed occurrence of litho-
facies III from the upper portion of the Charles
5 well.

two occurrences of the same lithofacies
than befween occurences of different litho-
facies (Fig. 5) The same pattern occurs
between the shallow and deep occur-
rences of mixed litl"rofacies IbIIII.

The variogram statistic

Scales of spatial variability can be inves-
tigated by calculating experimental or
empirical variograms, which reflect the
difference in magnitude between all possi-
ble pairs of spatially correlated random
variables separated by a specified distance
or lag. The variogram statistic is (Isaaks
and Srivastava,7989)

l r .
v (h )=  , *  L  U i - y ) '  ( 1 )

L i \ h  ( i , i ) l h ; ; = h

wherein y = y (h) is the variogram statistic,
h is the absolute value of the spatial sepa-
ration or lag between each pair of data
points, y is the spatially correlated random
variable (i.e., porosity in this study), and
Ntr is the number of data pairs separated
by a lag of h. In contrast to statistics such
as the sample mean and sample variance,
which require relatively few data, vari-
ograms typically require several hundred

4

Lag (m)

20 30

Lag (m)

data points. Features of an idealized vari-
ogram include the sill, the range, and the
nugget. The sill is a plateau attained at
some distance beyond which the vari-
ogram statistic is constant and is equal in
magnitude to the sample variance. The
range is the lag distance at which the sill is
reached. Anugget is said to exist when the
variogram has a non-zero value at a lag of
h = 0, typically because there is spatial
variability at a scale smaller than the lag
increment used to construct the variogram
from empirical data. Finally, a hole effect is
said to exist if the variogram statistic fluc-
tuates about the sill at large lag distances.

1 0  1 5

Lag (m)

1 0  1 5

Lag (m)

/<

/ ' ""'.. '

476 - 549 m lll, V, Vll

10  15  20  25

Lag (m)

The forms of real variograms, which can
exhibit elaborate spatial correlation struc-
tures, commonly depart from the ideal-
ized example described above.

Empirical variograms were prepared in
order to examine the spatial variability of
porosity within each of the eight lithofa-
cies intervals identified by Hawley (in
press b, Appendix F) as well as in the
undifferentiated upper portion of the well
(Figs. 6, 7). Variogram lag intervals were
1.0 +0.5 m for the lithofacies intervals and
5.0 +2.5 m for the undifferentiated upper
portion. The maximum lag distance calcu-
lated for each variogram was one-half the

25202520

E(U
o,
o'-
(U

-./
/ g t , - a a u r  t t l

0.00

2520

0.00

3530401 0

FIGURE 6-Empirical and fitted porosity variograms for the depth intervals listed in Table 1 and
statistically summarized in Table 2. Equations for the fitted variograms are given in Table 3.

a a

f
t '  ' . "
I
2 1 3 - 2 6 5 m  l b

lb (213 - 265 m)
l b  ( 1 1 0  -  1 6 5  m )

l l l  (317 - 335 m)

335 - 384 m ll. Vd

384 - 476 m Vf, Vll
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Charles 5 undilferentiated porosity (1 10 - 549 m) TABLE 2-summary of fitted porosity variogram Wpes and ranges, upper portion of Charles 5 well.

1 1 0 - 5 4 9 m  A l l f a c i e s

100

Lag (m)

FIGURE 7-Empirical and fitted variograms
for undifferentiated porosity data from the
upper portion of the Charles 5 well. The fitted
variogram equation is given in Table 3.

interval thickness, beyond which the
number of data pairs and the quality of
the variogram decreased sharply. Most of
the empirical variograms show small
ranges, typically on the order of a meter or
so, as well as distinct hole effects that indi-
cate cyclicity in the data. Nugget effects
occurred for lithofacies Ib (110-165 m),
Ib/IIr (765-213 m), vf /vI (384476 m),
and the undifferentiated data set (110-549
m), implying the existence of correlation
scales shorter than the minimum lag val-
ues of 1.0 and 5.0 m. Porosity variograms
for lithofacies IblII (165-213 m), III
(317-335 m), and IIlVd (335-384 m) do
not reach a sill and may reflect underlying
nonstationarity in the data set.

Model variograms were fitted to the
empirical variograms by trial-and-error,
beginning with a single exponential vari-
ogram of the form (Isaaks and Srivastava,
1989)

or a single spherical variogram of the form

f  a u  r  / r , \ 3 1yh t=o2 l+_+ l l i l  I  r : i' \ ' ' '  -  
L2 r  2 \ r l  I  ' " '

where o is the sample variance, ft is the lag
distance, and r is the variogram range. No
nuggets were allowed in the model vari-
ograms. If an empirical variogram could
not be readily modeled using either of the
two variograms shown above, a nested
variogram was used beginning with two
and, if necessary, proceeding to three lev-
els of spatial correlation. In order to
reduce the complexity of fitting nested
variograms, it was arbitrarily decided that
all components would be of the same type
(e.g., two exponential variograms could be
nested, but not one exponential and one
spherical). Each nested variogram compo-
nent was weighted such that the weights
summed to unity in order to insure that
the sill would remain equal to the sample
variance.

Fitted variogram types and ranges are
summarized in Table 2, fltted variogram
equations are given in Table 3, and the fit-
ted variograms are plotted as solid lines in

Figs. 6 and 7. Six of the eight lithofacies
variograms required nested models, with
ranges from 0.5 to 25 m, whereas the
undifferentiated variogram required a
nested model with ranges of 2, 80, and 200
m. Thus, porosity in sediments penetrated
by the upper portion of the Charles 5
varies at the bedding scale, the lithofacies
scale, and the formation scale.

Depth-porosity curves
and virgin specific storage

After the initial evaluation of porositv
variabi l i ty in the Charles 5 well  was com-
pleted, depth-porosity curves for the
Charles 5, Coronado 2,Gonzales 1, PSMW
79, andZanl.ora 1 wells were estimated by
fitting model exponential and logarithmic
type curves to the porosity data sets.
Density-porosity values were selected for
the depth-porosity-curve analysis because
they are common to virtually all Albu-
querque Basin water-well-log suites, and
porosity can be easily calculated if bulk
density rather than density porosity is
given on the log. Neutron-porosity values,
in contrast, are sometimes Biven in API
units that cannot be converted directly to
porosity. Sonic logs, from which porosity
can also be calculated/ are rare except for
recent wells. As illustrated in a previous
section, there does not appear to be a sig-
nificant difference between neutron and
density porosity values for the upper por-
tion of the Charles 5 well, and it is as-
sumed that the same holds true for other
Albuquerque Basin water wells. One would
ideally like to corroborate geophysical log
porosity estimates with core data; however,
none were available for this project.

Model compaction curves

The two depth-porosity-curve models
used were a negative exponential function
of the form (Athy, 1930)

n = noexp ez/zo) e)

and a logarithmic function of the form
(Dickinson, 19 53 ; Helrr9 1984)

n = no + cln(z/z()). (5)

In equations (4) and (5), n is porosity, z is
depth, and ng, c, arrd z0 are empirical con-
stants. Note, however, that ng and z6 will
have different values for each of the two
depth-porosity-curve models, so that a
value estimated by fitting one of the mod-
els to a data set cannot be inserted into the
other model. In this paper, the terms
"exponential type" and "logarithmic
type", respectively, are used in reference
to the depth-porosity curves described by
equations (a) and (5).

Athy (1930) originally suggested values
of ng = 0.48 and zo = 774 m for equation (4)
based on his investigation of shales in
Oklahoma (depth converted from feet to
meters). Although Dickinson (1953) plot-
ted porosity vs. depth for Gulf Coast
shales and drew through his empirical
data points a logarithmic curve, he did not
write out equation (5) or otherwise explic-
itly discuss the logarithmic form of the
curve. Helm (1984), who was the first to
explicitly write out equation (5) and sug-
gest that it was a model depth-porosity
curve fundamentally different from that of
Athy (1930), calculated values of zt6 = 0.65,
c = -0.103, and z6 = 10,000 m for
Dickinson's curve.

Model depth-porosity curve parameters
were estimated using the Leven-
berg-Marquardt algorithm for nonlinear
curve fitting as implemented in the com-
puter program Mathematica (Boyland et
al., 1992; also see Press et al., 1992, pp.
678-683 for a detailed description of the
algorithm). The empirical constants were
constrained during the regressions so that
0 < 116 < 1, 500 < zg< 1,500m, and -1 < c <

0. Data sets were read directly from ASCII
files supplied by the geophysical logging
contractors/ and spurious values near the
top of the log were edited out by hand.
Because density porosity values do not
appear to change substantially between
the saturated zone and the vadose zone,
Dorositv values above and below the stat-
ic water level were used for depth-porosi-
ty curve fitting.

Lithofacies Depth
(m)

Variogram type Variograrn nnge(s)
(m)

0.004

0 0.003

! o.ooz

0.001

ALL
Ib
Ib, III
Ib
III, Ib
ilI
II, Vd
V' VII
ilI, V VII

11,0-549
110-165
1,65-213
213-265
265177
317-335
335-384
384476
476-549

2,80,200
1
1 ) \

4
1 , , 7 ,  5
0.5, 3, 8
0 . 5 , 7
1
1 , 8

Nested spherical
Exponential
Nested exponential
Exponentral
Nested spherical
Nested spherical
Nested spherical
Exponential
Nested spherical

^((h)=ozl ' -*o( +)]  o,
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TABLE 3-Summary statistics and modeled porosity variograms for the upper portion of the Charles 5 well.

Lithofacies (depth) Variance Modeled Variogram

All (11G-549 m)

lb (11G-155 m)

IbllII (155-213 m)

Ib (213-255 m)

IlI/Ib (265a77 m)

III (317-335 m)

IIlVd (335-38am)

vf /YIIp8a.a76m)

rrr/v /vrr (476-s49 m)

0.40

0.M

0.42

21"1 = o ooas{o,lta +e)' I. "1;(#) - + (#)' I. "[;t*l r*l' ]]
r(n)=ooozolt-"*(-+)]

r(,) = o oo+o{o'1,-*,(-+)].o'l'- *o( #)]}

,1r; = o.ootrfr - "-r(-+)]

720

3t7

0.0019

0.0019

0.0026

0.0013

0.0015

0.0017

,p,=oo',{',[;t*l +r#)'].,.i;(+) +(*)']."[;re +re']i
,i,1=ooo''{o'l;t*t ;i#)']."[;(+) ;(+)']]
r(H)=ooorsfr-"*(-+)]

,101=ooo,,{o,l;r+l +r+)']."[;[*) +(*)']]

,1n1=ooo,,{o'i;t+l +t+)'1."[;[#) +(*)']]

Calculation of virgin specific storage

Assuming that the compressibility of
water is negligible, that all deformation
occurs as vertical compaction, and that all
sediments are normally consolidated, vir-
gin specific storage is related to porosity
and the porosity gradient by (Helm, 1984)

, ,  _ _  1  d n  , / . \o  s tu  =  - ,1_n1z i51  
dz  

(o )

in which n is porosity, C is the specific
gravity of the solids composing the basin
fill, and z is depth. This model implicitly
assumes that the compacting sediments
were originally homogeneous, with no
large-scale changes in initial porosity or
compressibility with depth. The average
virgin specific storage between depths z1
and z2 can be found by integrating equa-
tion (6) as follows: 

a.
- 1 1
S',ku= ,)- I 'S'r lrrdz (7)

_ /  - t u -' ' 2 1

The dimensionless ratio of vertical aquifer
compaction to head decrease, which is
sometimes referred to as specific com-
paction, is given by (Helm, 1984)

A b  . - ,  ( :

f r  
= (22-4) S ,pr=)tS'rsudz (6)

- l

where Ab is the decrease in acuifer thick-
ness and M js the decrease in hydraulic
head. Thus, the calculation of virgin spe-
cific storage and specific compaction is
simple once a depth-porosity curve is
obtained for a given well.

Results

Fitted depth-porosity curves are super-
imposed on porosity logs for the five wells
in Figs. 8 through 12, and the best-fit
depth-porosity curve parameters are list-
ed in Table 4. Average virgin specific stor-
age for all but one of the wells was on the
oider of 10-4 m-7, and specific com-
paction ranged between 0.02 and 0.10.
These values were averaged over the
depth interval of 200 to 400 m with the
exieption of the PSMW 19 results, which
were averaged over the depth interval of
100 to 300 m because the well is only about
270 m deep. Most of the difference
between the exponential and logarithmic
curves occurs at very shallow depths, so
the virgin specific storage and specific
compaction estimates calculated using the
two curves were similar. With the excep-
t ion of the Gonzales 1 well ,  which is dis-
cussed below, goodness-of-fit (r2) values

ranged between 0.10 and 0.49, suggesting
that the fitted depth-porosity curves can
account for about 10 to 50% of the
observed porosity variability. These val-
ues are consistent with the weights
assigned to the nested porosity variogram
comDonents for the undifferentiated
upper portion of the Charles 5 well, in
which the 80 and 200 m range components
each accounted for 10% of the sill.

The only well for which problems were
encountered was the Gonzales 1, for
which porosity values were unusually
high (in some cases approaching 1.0)
above a depth of 125 m. The reason for
these unusually high values is unclear,
and the geophysical log for the nearby
Gonzales 2 well gave no indication of sim-
ilarly high values. Therefore, depth-poros-
ity curve fitting was performed using only
porositv data collected between 125- and
550-m depth. Although the fitted expo-
nential curve yielded reasonable but
somewhat low values, the fitted logarith-
mic curve is very steep and yielded virgin
specific storage and specific compaction
values an order of magnitude smaller than
the other wells. The fitted depth-porosity
curves for the Gonzales 1 were most likely
affected by some combination of the
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FIGURE 8-Best-fit exponential type and loga-
rithmic type depth-porosity curves superim-
posed on the density porosity iog for the
Charles 5 well. E, exponential curve; L, loga-
rithmic curve. Depth-porosity curve parame-
ters are in Table 4.

absence of high porosity values at shallow
depths and a systematic increase in poros-
ity values at depths greater than 400 m.

Discussion

Analysis of variograms constructed
using porosity data from the Charles 5
geophysical logs shows that the porosity
of the basin-fill sediments is spatiallv cor-
related in the vertical direction over scales
ranging from decimeters to hundreds of
meters. Nested or multicomponent vari-

o.2 0.4 0.6
Porosity

FIGURE 9-Best-fit exponential type and loga-
rithmic type depth-porosity curves superim-
posed on the density-porosity log for the
Coronado 2 well. E, exponential curve; L, loga-
rithmic curve. Depth-porosity curve parame-
ters are in Table 4.

ograms were required to model the spatial
correlation shucture of porositv for six of
the eight  l i thofacies intervals e iamined in
this study, as well as for undifferentiated
sediments penetrated by the upper por-
tion of the Charles 5 well. Nested correla-
tion structures imply that porosity in the
upper Santa Fe Group is spatially correlat-
ed on several different scales (e.g., Gelhar,
1993). Small- to medium-scale variations
in porosity, say those that occur over dis-
tances on the order of 0.5 to 10 meters,
reflect differences in porosity among indi-

o.2 0.4 0.6
Porosity

FIGURE 10-Best-fit exponential type and log-
arithmic type depth-porosity curves superim-
posed on the density-porosity 1og for the
Gonzales 1 well. E, exponential curve; L, loga-
rithmic curve. Depth-porosity curve parame-
ters are in Tabie 4.

vidual beds or architectural elements
(Phillips and Wilson, 1989; Davis et al.,
1993; Macfarlane et al., 1994). Large-scale
variations, in this case those that occur
over ranges of hundreds of meters (or per-
haps more), are inferred to be an effect of
sediment compaction rather than large-
scale stratigraphic changes; however,
these changes may be difficult to discern
because they contribute less to the total
variability of porosity than do the small-
scale variations. For example, the modeled
porosity variogram for the undifferentiat-
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FIGURE 11-Best-fit exponential type and log-
arithmic type depth-porosity curves superim-
posed on the density-porosity log for the
PSMW 19 well. E, exponential curve; L, loga-
rithrnic curve. Depth-porosity curve parame-
ters are in Table 4.

ed Charles 5 data set is weighted in such a
manner that the 2-m component con-
tributes 80% of the variability whereas the
80- and 200-m components each con-
tribute 10% of the variability.

The inference of compaction-induced
porosity variability is supported by three
lines of evidence. First, similar systematic
changes in porosity have been attributed

Zamora

0.2 0.4 0.6
Porosity

FIGURE 12-Best-fit exponential type and log-
arithmic type depth-porosity curves superim-
posed on the density-porosity log for the
Zanora 1 well. E, exponential curve; L, loga-
rithmic curve. Depth-porosity curve parame-
ters are in Table 4.

to sediment compaction in many other
basins (Athy, 1930; Dickinson, 1953;
Baldwin and Butler, 1985), and it is unlike-
ly that large-scale stratigraphic variability
in the Albuquerque Basin coincidentally
follows the same pattern as compaction
effects in other basins. Second, there is a
correlation between porosity means and
variances calculated on a lithofacies-by-

lithofacies basis from the Charles 5 data,
and both the means and variances
decrease with depth. One might expect
more highly compacted (i.e., more deeply
buried) sediments to have smaller porosi-
ty means and variances than less highly
compacted (i.e., less deeply buried) sedi-
ments. Third, lithofacies penetrated at
shallow depths are more porous than
occurrences of the same lithofacies pene-
trated at greater depths. In the Charles 5
well, for example, the shallow occurrence
of lithofacies Ib is more porous than the
deeoer occurrence of lithofacies Ib.

Nonlinear fitting of exponential and
logarithmic type depth-porosity curves
to porosity data sets from four wells in
and around Albuquerque yielded virgin
specific-storage estimates on the order of
10-a m-r for depths of 200 to 400 m. These
values are the same magnitude as esti-
mates obtained by others for other basin-
fill aouifer svstems in the western United
Statei (e.g.,-Poland, L984; Epstein, 1987;
Hanson, 1989). The geophysical logs for a
fifth well, the Gonzales 1, contain unreal-
istically high porosity data for shallow
depths and yield unusually small, and
therefore unreliable, values. This illus-
trates the importance of collecting shallow
porosity data in order to constrain depth-
porosity curve parameters. Specific com-
paction estimates for the same four wells
ranged from 0.02 to 0.10, implying that
long-term aquifer compaction may
amount to as much as 10% of the water-
level decrease. The goodness-of-fit values
obtained for the depth-porosity curves
suggest that compaction effects can
account for 10'/" to 50% of the total poros-
ity variability, which is in fair agre-ement
with the value of 20% suggested by the
nested variogram weights.

One of the most interesting results of
this study is the finding that the Charles 5
well, which had the largest virgin specific
storage estimate (that is to say, the greatest
compaction potential), also has the high-
est average horizontal hydraulic conduc-
tivity. Unlike the other wells studied, the
Charles 5 well penetrates primarily litho-
facies Ib river gravels, which one would
not expect to be particularly compactible.
One possible explanation is that the sam-
ple of four wells with reliable depth-
porosity curves is simply too small, and
the calculation of the highest virgin specif-
ic storage value for the Charles 5 well is a
statistical fluke. Another possible explana-
tion is that lithofacies Ib river gravels,
which are pumice rich, are truly more
compactible than the sediments penetrat-
ed by the other wells examined in this
paper. Further analysis will be needed to
discern between the two possibilities.

With the exception of isolated occur-
rences of subsidence and structural dam-
age in the North Valley area, which are
believed to have resulted from dewatering
of the shallow alluvial aquifer and associ-
ated wetlands rather than the upper Santa
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TABLE tl--Best-fit compaction curve parameters and virgin specific storage estimates for selected Albuquerque Basin water wells. The Generic curve was

calculated using model curve parameters proposed by Athy (1930) for the exponential type curve and by Helm (1984) for the logarithmic type curve.

Exponential type curve
n = ns exp(-z / zs)

Logarithmic t)4re curve

n=no+c ln ( z / zo )

z0
(m)

q , ,
-sffi

(m -)
C z O 1 2

(n)

t z  q , r'  "sm
('''t)

Lb/ M Lb/Lh

Generic

Charles 5

Coronado 2

Gonzales 1

PSMW 19

ZanoraI

8.1x 10-a
4.2x10-a
2.2xL}-a
1.1 x 10-a
2.0 x 10-a
2.8 x 104

-0.103 10,000
-0.084 851
-0.032 752
-0.0057 492
-0.024 365
-0.0,11 635

T.LxlOa

4.8 x 10{

l .6xl}a
2.6x10-5

2.4x704

1.8 x 104

0.r18
0.49
0.39
0.32
0.33
0.39

1,690

2@4

3222

t875

1451

0.41,
0.093
0.85
0.10
0.27

0.15
0.08
0.ot
0.02
0.04
0.05

0.05
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.28
0.29

0.49
0.L3
0.053
0.r7
0.32

0.14
0.L0
0.03
0.005
0.05
0.04

Fe Group aquifer system (Kernodle, 1995),
there is no convincing evidence of wide-
spread land subsidence in the Albu-
querque area despite heavy pumping and
water-level decreases that locally exceed
50 m (see Thorn et al., 1993 for water-
level-decline maps). In contrast, water-
level decreases of 35 m and less have pro-
duced widespread land subsidence and
earth fissures in the Mimbres Basin south
of Deming, New Mexico (Contaldo and
Mueller, l99l; Haneberg and Friesen,
1995). The most likely explanation for the
lack of subsidence in and around Albu-
querque is that the upper Santa Fe Group
aquifer system is overconsolidated, mean-
ing that in the past the aquifer system has
been subjected to greater lithostatic stress
than it is being subjected to today. Holzer
(1981) has shown that if an aquifer system
has been overconsolidated, land subsi-
dence is minimal until the reduction in
effective confining stress brought about by
ground-water overdraft exceeds the pre-
consolidation stress, which is the maxi-
mum effective stress to which the system
has been subjected in the past. Because the
ground water exerts an up-ward-directed
buoyant force on the aquifer skeleton, a
reduction in water level (and therefore
pore-water pressure) is mechanically
equivalent to an increase in the weight of
the overlying sed iments.
Once the preconsolidation stress is
exceeded, aciording to the data collected
by Holzer (1981), land subsidence occurs
raoidlv.

The-postulated overconsolidation of the
upper Santa Fe Group aquifer system is
probably a result of the Pleistocene inci-
sion of the Rio Grande valley, which pro-
duced geomorphic features such as the
Llano de Albuquerque-a relic of the pre-
incision basin floor-and stream terraces
well above the current river level. The dif-
ference in elevation between the Llano de
Albuquerque and the modern river level
suggests that as much as 100 m of sedi-
ment may have been removed from the
center of the basin. Assuming that the pre-

incision water table had the same relation-
ship with the ground surface as did the
Holocene pre-development water table,
the difference between the oreconsolida-
tion stress and the current effective litho-
static stress for the upper Santa Fe Group
aquifer system should be equal to the
buoyant unit weight of the basin fill mul-
t ipl ied by the depth of incision or, equiva-
Iently, the change in water-table elevation.
Because the saturated unit weight of
unconsolidated siliciclastic sediments is
about twice the unit weight of water, the
stress difference is approximately equal to
the pressure at the base of a column of
water equal in height to the inferred depth
of incision (i.e., on the order of 100 +20 m
HoO or 1000 t200 kPa). The low values are
obtained by using a saturated bulk densi-
ty of 1,800 kg/m3'the average values are
obtained by using a saturated bulk densi-
ty of 2000 kg/mr, and the high values are
obtained by using^a saturated bulk densi-
ty of 2,200 kg/m,. Therefore, it appears
that there is little potential for widespread
subsidence in the immediate future. Over
the long term, however, there is a consid-
erable potential for widespread land sub-
sidence if drawdown approaches the
80-120-m range. It must be emphasized,
however, that the preconsolidation stress
estimates given abbve are based on sub-
jective geomorphic criteria and are there-
fore imprecise and highly speculative.
More accurate estimates of the preconsoli-
dation stress, which are necessbry to ade-
quately assess the subsidence potential,
can be obtained either by laboratory test-
ing of samples or by continuing to with-
draw ground water and noting the
amount of drawdown that is necessary to
induce widespread land subsidence in the
Albuquerque-area.
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